
Please ensure your answers are handwritten and be prepared to hand this 

work in on the first lesson. 

Scenario 1 

Alex and his carer Brooke were travelling to Eastleigh train station and ordered a taxi, ensuring it would be 

equipped to accommodate Alex’s wheelchair. Caroline arrived ready to pick up both passengers. 

To enable the wheelchair access to the vehicle, Caroline attempted to fit the removable ramps to the rear access. 

However Caroline was rushing and had not properly secured them. Caroline pushed Alex’s wheelchair to board 

the taxi and due to the poorly fitted ramps, the wheelchair toppled, causing Alex to fall, being caught by Brooke. 

Alex now suffers from panic attacks and feels they can no longer travel in any vehicle. Brooke suffered from long 

term back pain due to the accident and is no longer able to work. 

Scenario 2 

Dea was checking her Snapchat on her way to work and without looking, stepped into the road. Erin was cycling 

on the road and after passing a green light, saw Dea and shouted a warning and although swerved, collided with 

Dea. 

Both parties were knocked unconscious. Erin had minor cuts while Dea suffered a minor head injury and post 

traumatic amnesia. 

Scenario 3 

Faaz and his brother Gurinder were both born prematurely and as a consequence lived with some mild physical 

impairments and learning difficulties. Their family had been placed in an adapted home when they were 5 and 7 

respectively by Hampleigh Council. 

Whilst they were residents in this home, both the children were subjected to abuse by neighbours and as a result 

suffered from physical and psychological harm.  
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To all you legal beagles, welcome to Law! One of the topics you will look at 

during the course will be the area of negligence which will involve discussion of 

when a duty of care is owed, when it may have been breached and whether 

damaged was caused as a result of this. 

To prepare you for this topic, you should read the scenarios and answer the questions for each. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions 

1. Who do you think is to blame?

2. Why do you think they are to blame?

3. Who do you think could be the victim?

4. How would you compensate any victim?

5. Who do you think should compensate any victim?


